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ABSTRACT: We have investigated the phase behavior of poly(4-vinylphenol-b-styrene) (PVPh-b-PS) when
respectively blended with poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and PVPh
homopolymers bymediated hydrogen bonding strengths with the PVPh block of the copolymer. The Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopic result indicates that the PVPh-b-PS/P4VP blend has a much higher fraction
( fH) of hydrogen-bonded PVPh blocks for a significantly higher miscibility compared with the blends with
PMMA and PVPh homopolymers. Consequently, the PVPh-b-PS/P4VP blend, behaving as a neat diblock
copolymer, exhibited a series of order-order phase transitions from the lamellar, gyroid, hexagonally packed
cylinder to body-centered cubic structures when the P4VP content increases from 6 to 71% (volume fraction),
as evidenced consistently by transmission electron microscopy and small-angle X-ray scattering. In contrast,
both the PVPh-b-PS/PMMA and PVPh-b-PS/PVPh blends maintained essentially the lamellar structure
upon a similar volume fraction increase in the homopolymers; the lamellar structure, however, was distorted
to different extents at higher volume fractions of the additives, depending on the hydrogen bonding strength.
On the basis of the results, the ratio of interassociation equilibrium constant (KA) over self-association
equilibrium constant (KB), KA/KB, is introduced as a convenient guide in estimating the phase behavior of
similar polymer blends featuring hydrogen bonding interactions between the homopolymer additive and
copolymer: with aKA/KB ratio much larger than unity, the blend system tends to behave as a neat copolymer;
with aKA/KB ratio significantly smaller than unity, phase separation instead of order-order phase transitions
can be expected for the blend above certain volume fraction of homopolymer additive.

Introduction

Self-assemblyofblock copolymers plays a key role in thedesign
of new functional supramolecular materials for a wide range of
applications such as pollution control and drug delivery.1,2

Blending homopolymers into diblock copolymers for enriched
phase behaviors furthermore broadens the applications.3-28 An
efficient blend of such kind, however, critically depends on (1) the
ratio of the molar weight of the additive homopolymer to that of
the associated block of the copolymer and (2) the volume fraction
and miscibility of the additive homopolymer in the blend.29-40

In blends based on a diblock copolymer (A-b-B) and a
homopolymer (C), where C is different from A and B, the phase
behavior is particularly rich because of more parameters avail-
able on controlling themiscibility between the homopolymer and
the two blocks of the copolymer, as demonstrated by a significant
number of studies.39-44 Depending on the miscibility between C/A
and C/B and A/B, there can be several interesting combinations
for the blending; herewe are interested in one of themwhereAand
B are immiscible and C is miscible with B but immiscible with A.
Along this line of study, Ikkala et al. prepared blends from a
polyisoprene-b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PI-b-P2VP) copolymer
added with a novolac resin that is immiscible with the PI block.45

Dobrosielska et al. studied various microphase-separated
structures of the poly(vinyl phenol) (PVPh)/poly(styrene-b-2-
vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) blend system, in which PVPh and

P2VP are miscible through strong hydrogen bonding but PVPh
and PS are immiscible.46,47 Zhao et al. investigated blends of
poly(styrene-b-vinyl phenol) (PS-b-PVPh) diblock copolymers
with several homopolymers having hydrogen bonding acceptors,
such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), poly(4-vinyl pyridine)
(P4VP), and poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA); these homopo-
lymers are immiscible with the PS block.48 In all of these studies
mentioned, hydrogen bonding plays a critical role in modulating
the miscibility between the additives and the copolymers, result-
ing in enriched morphology transitions for the polymer blends.

Inspired by the studies mentioned, we intend to quantify the
influence of hydrogen bonding on the phase behavior of homo-
polymer-copolymer blends of the A-b-B/C type, basing on a model
system of PVPh-b-PS diblock copolymer respectively blended with
homopolymers of different hydrogen bonding strengths (therefore
different miscibilities) with the PVPh blocks, including poly-
(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),
and PVPh. The three additives are immiscible with the PS blocks.
With Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, wemap out
the fractionof hydrogenbonded groups as a functionof the additive
volume fraction for the polymer blends, where the molar weight of
the additive homopolymer should be comparable to or smaller than
the corresponding block; the corresponding thermal properties and
phase behavior, including microphase-separated structures and
order-order phase transitions, are elucidated by differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Integrating these results,
we correlate quantitatively the hydrogen bonding strength with the
phase behavior of the polymer blends.
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Experimental Section

Block Copolymer and Homopolymer Syntheses. The PVPh-
b-PS diblock copolymer and the PVPh, P4VP, and PMMA
homopolymers were synthesized through sequential anionic
polymerization, as described in the Supporting Information;
their molecular weights are summarized in Table 1.49-53

Sample Preparation. Blends of PVPh-b-PS/P4VP, PVPh-
b-PS/PMMA, and PVPh-b-PS/PVPh (denoted as HS/V,
HS/M, andHS/H, respectively) with a series of volume fractions
of homopolymer up to 70% were prepared through solution
casting. After stirring for 6-8 h, thin films specimens were cast
on Teflon dishes from dimethylformamide (DMF) solutions
containing 5 wt % polymer mixture, followed by a slow eva-
poration at 100 �C for 7 days and a subsequent thermal anneal-
ing at 120 �C under vacuum for another 7 days. Samples thus
prepared could be reproduced for the same thermal properties
and same structures.

Characterization Methodology. DSC traces were measured
using a DuPont TA Instrument Q-20 controller at a scan rate of
20 �C/min over the temperature range from 30 to 250 �C under
N2. Infrared spectra were recorded with a resolution of 1 cm-1

using a Nicolet Avatar 320 FTIR spectrometer under N2; the
vacuum-dried sample thin films, satisfying the Beer-Lambert
law within the absorbance range, were cast directly onto KBr
pellets from the DMF sample solutions.

TEM images were taken for the samples with either the PS
block stained with RuO4 or the P4VP block with I2, using a
Hitachi H-7500 transmission electron microscope operated at
an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.Ultrathin sections of theTEM
samples (ca. 70 nm thickness) were prepared using a Leica
Ultracut UCT microtome equipped with a diamond knife.
SAXS experiments were performed using the BL23A SWAXS
instrument at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research
Center (NSRRC), Taiwan,43,44,54,55 using a 10 keV (wavelength
λ=1.24 Å) beam with a 0.5 mm diameter. The scattering wave-
vector transfer q=4πλ-1 sin θ is defined by λ and the scattering
angle 2θ of X-rays. Samples for SAXS (thickness ∼1 mm) were
sealed between two thinKapton windows (80 μm thickness each)
and measured at an ambient temperature ∼26 �C.

IRDataAnalysis.The fractions of hydrogen-bonded pyridine
rings of the PVPh block in the polymer blends were estimated
using56

fb ¼ Ab=a

Ab=aþAf
ð1Þ

where Af and Ab are integrated areas over two characteristic
absorption bands of the free and the hydrogen-bonded
functional groups; the conversion coefficient a is the specific
absorption ratio between the two absorption bands. For the
HS/M system, absorptions of the free and hydrogen-bonded
CdO groups of PMMA at 1730 and 1705 cm-1, respectively,
were selected to calculateAf andAb and therefore fb values, with
a=1.5 suggested by Moskala et al.4 For the HS/V blends,
fb values were calculated on the basis of the two character-
istic absorptions bands at 993 and 1005 cm-1 related to the
free and hydrogen-bonded pyridine rings of P4VP, together
with a = 1 suggested by Moskala et al. (cf. Supporting In-
formation).57

SAXS Data Analysis. SAXS data with lamellar peaks were
analyzed using the 1D correlation function

γðxÞ ¼ 1

Q

Z ¥

0

IðqÞq2 cosðqxÞ dq ð2Þ

obtained from the Fourier transform of the corresponding 1D
SAXS intensity profile I(q) with the scattering invariant Q=R
0
¥I(q)q2 dq.58 For an ideal two-phase lamellar structure, the

first maximum of γ(x) corresponds to the long period D of the
lamellae; the thickness of the thinner phase lc of the lamellar
stacks can be estimated from the intersection of the two lines
passing, respectively, the first minimum and the first inflection
point of the correlation function, as illustrated in the Supporting
Information (Figure S3-d). Because the γ(x) function cannot
account for the interfacial zone width,Dtr, of the studied blends
of a nonideal two-phase structure, the layer thicknesses for the
PS-block layer and the PVPh-homopolymer layer thus extracted
are smeared over the interfacial zone thickness.

To extract Dtr for the blends with a lamellar morphology,
direct Fourier transform with phase factors taken into account
was applied to the SAXS data for a relative electron density
profile59

FeðzÞ≈
Xn
k ¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IðqkÞq2k

q
jk cosðqkzÞ ð3Þ

Here n is the total number of diffraction orders observed (n>3
for a more reliable electron density profile), and qk, I(qk), and
jk are, respectively, the scattering vector, integrated intensity,
and phase factor of the kth reflection. For a centrosymmetical
system, jk is eitherþ1 or-1. It was found that for the polymer
blend studied, the most reasonable combination for the phase
factors of the first four lamellar peaks is (-1,þ1,þ1,-1); with
the phase factors, the extracted electron densities for the mixed
PVPh-P4VP, PVPh-PMMA, and PVPh-PVPh layers are,
as expected, higher than that of the PS layer.

Results and Discussion

FTIR Result. As shown in Figure 1a,b are the two IR
spectra for the HS/V and HS/M blends. Figure 1c displays
the corresponding fb profiles deduced from the IR spectra
mainly based on the two chrematistic absorptions at 993 and
1005 cm-1 for the HS/V blends and 1730 and 1705 cm-1 for
theHS/Mblends, as previously detailed. The fb values for the
HS/V system are systematically much higher than that of the
HS/M system, reflecting a substantially better hydrogen
bonding efficiency. This result is consistent with the much
higher KA/KB value (∼16) (for the ratio between inter- and
self-association equilibrium constants derived based on the
PCAM model55) of the HS/V blend system than that (KA/
KB ≈ 0.6) for the HS/M blend. IR spectra taken for the two
systems in the range 2700-4000 cm-1 consistently reveal a
much stronger hydrogen bonding strength for the HS/V
system, as detailed in the Supporting Information. The
deduced fb values (and their multiplies with the volume
fractions for hydrogen-bounded volume fractions) serve as
a guide for the order-order morphology transitions of the
polymer blends, as detailed below.

Thermal Properties. Figure 2 presents the DSC traces of
PVPh-b-PS, PVPh, PMMA, P4VP, and the blends with
systematically increased volume fractions of the homopoly-
mers. The pure PS-b-PVPh diblock copolymer exhibits two
glass transitions at 108 and 167 �C, corresponding to the
PS and PVPh phases, respectively. The increases in both
Tg values of the PS and PVPh blocks (relative to the homo-
polymers) are attributed to the microphase separation effect

Table 1. Molecular Weights of PVPh-b-PS, PVPh, PMMA, and
P4VP Used in Preparing the Polymer Blendsa

polymer Mn Mw/Mn

PVPh63-b-PS109 (HS) 18 900 1.07
PVPh42 (H) 5040 1.05
PMMA53 (M) 5300 1.18
P4VP52 (V) 5460 1.12

aVolume fractions of PVPh and PS blocks in the neat block copoly-
mer are, respectively, 37.6 and 62.4%.
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of the block copolymer and the much higher molecular
weight of the PVPh block (approximatelyfour-fold) than
the homopolymer, as revealed by FTIR and X-ray diffrac-
tion (cf. the Supporting Information, Figure S4). For homo-
polymers, Tg values of 152, 105, and 133 �C were observed
for P4VP, PMMA, and PVPh, respectively. For all HS/V
blends, two distinct Tg values could be observed, corre-
sponding to the PS phase and the mixed phase of PVPh-
P4VP, respectively; this result indicates that the blend can
form a stable mixed phase with a wide range of homopoly-
mer volume fraction, which is essential for order-order
phase transitions (detailed below). In contrast, the Tg for
the mixed phase of PVPh-PMMA is, in general, less clear-
cut and decreased systematically in value upon an increase in
the PMMA content, implying a less-stable mix phase with
respect to the addition of homopolymer, presumably, owing
to a smaller hydrogen bonding strength. The even faster drop
in the Tg value of the mixed phase of the HS/H blend upon
increasing the content of the PVPh homopolymer up to 20
vol % because low-molecular-weight homopolymer added
must be responsible for the Tg decrease in the PVPh phase.
Upon further addition of PVPh homopolymer, Tg of the

mixed phase was replaced by Tg of the PVPh homopolymer;
this implies a solubility limit of ∼20% of PVPh homopoly-
mer in the PVPh blocks of the copolymer.

Order-Order Structural Transitions for the HS/V Blends.
The TEM images shown in Figure 3 for the HS/V blends
exhibited a series of order-order phase transitions from the
lamellar, gyroid, hexagonally packed cylinder (HCP), to
body-centered cubic (BCC) structures as the volume fraction
of P4VP increases from 6 to 13, 15-22, 29, to 71%. Such
phase transition behavior of the blend closely follows that for
a neat diblock copolymer, implying a collective behavior of
PVPh and P4VP chains in the mixed phase.

Complementarily, SAXS profiles for the HS/V system in
Figure 4 display scattering patterns that match nearly ideally
to the structures observed by TEM (Figure 3). Specifically,
the SAXS profiles for the neat diblock copolymer PVPh-b-
PS and HS/V blends with compositions of 94/6, 90/10, and
87/13, all demonstrate lamellar peaks that are consistentwith
the TEM images in Figure 3a-d. Similar SAXSprofiles were
observed for the blends with compositions 85/15, HS/V=
78/22, and HS/V= 76/24; the first four scattering peaks can
be associated with the (211), (220), (321), and (332) reflection

Figure 1. FTIR spectra recorded at 120 �C in (a) the pyridine absorption region for theHS/V blends and (b) the CdOabsorption region for theHS/M
blends. The compositions are indicated above the respective profiles. (c) The corresponding fb values for the fraction of hydrogen-bonded groups. Lines
drawn over the data points are only for eye-guiding. The decrease in fb (i.e., reduction of hydrogen bonding efficiency) with the increase in the
homopolymer volume fraction reveals a systematically decreased miscibility in both blends.

Figure 2. DSC traces of the (a) HS/V, (b) HS/M, and (c) HS/H blends, with the respective compositions indicated. Arrows indicate the respective
Tg values.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=423&h=172
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-001.png&w=448&h=197
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planes, of a gyroid structure, which has been evidenced by
the TEM images shown in Figure 3e-f. With the P4VP
content increased to 29%, the SAXS profile clearly exhibits
organized peaks with peak ratios 1:

√
3:2:

√
7:3:

√
12, indicat-

ing hexagonally packed cylinders, as also imaged in
Figure 3g. With further increased P4VP contents to 52 and
71%, the corresponding SAXS profiles both show scattering
peaks with ratios of 1:

√
2:
√
5, indicating microsepara-

ted domains with BCC-packed spheres, as visualized in
Figure 3h.

Order-Disorder Structural Transitions for the HS/M and
HS/H Blends. The HS/M and HS/H blending systems show,
respectively, modest and low hydrogen bonding between

homopolymer and copolymer, as compared with the HS/V
blends. Consequently, TEM images (Figure 5 and 6) taken
for the two systems mainly show the order-to-disorder
(lamellar to distorted lamellar) structural change when the
volume fraction of the additive increased in the same range
(6-70%) as that in HS/V system. At high volume fractions
of additives, phase separation of the additive homopolymers
was observed, in particluar, in the HS/H blends with weak
hydrogen bonding. Before phase separation, an intermediate
structure of swollen lamellae coexisting with the unswollen
ones could be observed (Figure 5e and 6c,d) for both systems,
as also evidenced from the broad double peaks in the
corresponding SAXS profiles (indicated by the thick arrows

Figure 3. TEM images for the HS/V blends after staining with I2 for 24 h (the dark regions correspond to the PVPh-P4VP phase): (a) pure HS and
HS/V = (b) 94/6, (c) 90/10, (d) 87/13, (e) 85/15, (f) 78/22, (g) 71/29, and (h) 29/71. Shown in the insets are the corresponding structures proposed.

Figure 4. SAXS data for (a) the pure HS and the blends HS/V= 94/6, 90/10, 87/13, and 85/15 and (b) the blends HS/V= 78/22, 76/24, 71/29, 48/52,
and 29/71. The peak ratios (relative to the first peak positionmarked as q*) or reflections planes for the corresponding ordered structures are indicated
by arrows.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=440&h=213
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-003.png&w=377&h=266
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in Figure 7a,b). In particular, for the HS/H blends, the TEM
image (Figure 6e) indicates that the large amount of homo-
polymer finally discretes the lamellae of the diblock copoly-
mer into single slabs (single bilayers); previously, the DSC

result has also suggested a dissociation of the mixed phase
based on the diminishing Tg (Figure 2c). Likely, upon
loosing the steric interactions between the lamellar slabs,
the dangling slabs bent and curve in the excess homopolymer

Figure 5. TEM images of the solution-cast films of the HS/M blends (dark regions correspond to the PS domains): HS/M = (a) 94/6, (b) 90/10,
(c) 79/21, (d) 62/38, and (e) 30/70. Cartoons in the insets present the corresponding structures proposed.

Figure 6. TEM images of the solution-cast films of the blends (dark regions correspond to the PS domains): HS/H = (a) 94/6, (b) 90/10, (c) 80/20,
(d) 63/37, and (e) 31/69. Proposed 3-D structures are shown in the insets. (d,e) Concentric tubes and hollow tubes (of a single-bilayer wall) rolled from
the distorted lamellar slabs.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-004.jpg&w=429&h=278
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=450&h=293
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phase; the formation of hollow tubes with a single-bilayer
wall, as shown in Figure 6e, however, is a surprising.

Shown in Figure 7a,b is a series of SAXS profiles for the
HS/M and HS/H systems. Unlike that for the order-order
phase transition in the HS/V system, these SAXS profiles
essentially reflect that the lamellar structure in either system
is gradually distorted upon the increase in homopolymer,
as that shown in the corresponding TEM images (Figures 5
and 6). Up to 70 vol % of the additive, the three residual
lamellar peaks in the SAXS profile (Figure 7a) indicate that
the HS/M system of weak hydrogen bonding strength can
essentially hold the lamellar structure. Whereas in the HS/H
system, the first lamellar peak melts in the SAXS profile
(Figure 7b) at this high volume fraction of additive (70%),
implying that the lamellar structure is completely destroyed;
this is consistently observed in the DSC and TEM results
previously shown. Note that the three broad scattering
maxima in the SAXS profile (indicated by the thick arrows
marked with circled numbers in Figure 7b) are not the
lamellar peaks; rather, they are contributed by the form
factor scattering of isolated PS layers (cf. the TEM image
in Figure 6e), as calculated using a slab geometry with a slab
thickness of 24 nm.

To illustrate the reliability of the prescribed volume frac-
tions for the mixed phase in these blends, we note that in the
SAXS profile of the neat HS containing ∼40 vol % PVPh,
the fifth reflection (Figure 7a) nearly diminishes as it should
be, owing to a destructive interference under this volume
fraction; upon the addition of 21% PMMA to the blend for
equal volume fractions of the PS and PVPh-PMMA phases
(i.e., the 79:21 case in Figure 7a), lamellar peaks of even
orders of destructive phase factors disappear accordingly.
Interestingly, the two sets of SAXS profiles of the HS/M and
HS/H blends illustrate opposite shifting of the first peak
position; namely, the first peak in the HS/M blend shifts
systematically toward higher-q region as the PMMAcontent

increases, corresponding a shrinkage of the lamellar spacing.
In the case of HS/H blends, the first lamellar peak shifts
toward lower q upon increasing the PVPh content, corre-
sponding to an increase in the lamellar spacing. The origin of
this dissimilarity is discussed below on the basis of the
hydrogen bonding (attractive interactions) of the additive
homopolymers with the copolymer.

Correlation between the Hydrogen Strength and Phase
Transition. The DSC, TEM, and SAXS results collectively
show that the HS/V blends follow a phase transition beha-
vior similar to that of a neat copolymer of PS-b-PVPh. The
HS/M and HS/H blends are subject to phase separation to
different extents at high volume fractions of homopolymer
additives. Integrating the FTIR result in Figure 1c, we
further correlate the hydrogen bonding strength to the phase
behaviors of the polymer blends. We show in Figure 8 that
the lamellar-to-gyroid phase transition in similar polymer
blends may require a fraction of hydrogen-bonded groups in
the range of 0.3j fb j 0.8 at a mixed phase volume fraction
Vmix ≈ 46%; transition from gyroid to HCP may occur with
0.20 j fb j 0.65 at Vmix ≈ 56%, whereas 0.15 j fb j 0.38 at
Vmix ≈ 70% for HCP-to-BCC transition.

Figure 8 provides a quantitative correlation between the
phase behavior and the hydrogen bonding strength
(efficiency) for the PS-b-PVPh-based, A-b-B/C type of poly-
mer blends. Furthermore, on the basis of the Painter-
Coleman association model (PCAM) and the interassocia-
tion equilibrium constant KA and self-association equili-
brium constants KB, we suggest the simple ratio KA/KB can
also be used as a convenient guide in estimating the phase
behavior of similar polymer blends. The KA and KB values
for the hydrogen-bonded PVPh/P4VP (KA = 598) and
PVPh/PMMA (KA = 37.4) and the self-association equili-
brium constant for PVPh (KB= 66.8) have been determined
previously.50,56,60 On the basis of these values, the phase
behavior of the HS/V blends with KA/KB ≈ 9 (.1) of strong

Figure 7. SAXS intensity profilesmeasured for the (a)HS/Mand (b)HS/Hblends,with the respective compositions indicated. The lamellar reflections
aremarked by the thin arrows, whereas the scattering humps from the form factor of slabs aremarkedwith circled numbers in part b. The thick arrows
nearby the first lamellar peaks indicate the coexisting of two types of lamellae. In parts a and b, the two dotted lines across all SAXS profiles for the
HS/V and HS/M blends illustrate the opposite shifting directions of the first peak position.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-006.jpg&w=387&h=268
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hydrogen bonding strength closely follows that of a typical
diblock copolymer; with KA/KB ≈ 0.6 for the HS/M
blends, phase separation instead of order-order transition
is observed above certain volume fraction of homopolymer,
as illustrated in Figure 9.

Distribution/Chain Conformation of the Additive Homo-
polymers in the Blends. As we have clarified, the hydrogen
bonding effect on the phase behavior of the A-b-B/C type of
polymer blends based on PS-b-PVPh, with P4VP, PMMA,
and PVPh additives, we are now in a good position to
examine how additive homopolymers conform and distri-
bute their chains in the blends to fulfill the different struc-
tural characteristics required for the different ordered phases
observed.

Summarized in Table 2 are the thicknesses of the PS layer,
DPS, the mixed layer (of PVPh-homopolymer),Dmix, and the
long period, D, of all of the blends of lamellar morphology,
obtained from the 1-D correlation function (cf. Figure S3 in
Supporting Information); the relative changes inD upon the
addition of homopolymers, that is,D/D0, whereD0= 39 nm
is theD value for the neat copolymer, are presented in Figure
10a. Furthermore, the correlated changes in the average
distance, aJ, of the chemical junctions along the interface
and thus the relative changes aJ/aJ0 (where aJ0 is for the neat
copolymer) can be derived for the blends. Simple volumetric
conservation leads to D/D0 = (FJ/FJ0)Φblock

-1 for a lamellar
structure, where FJ is the number of block chains per unit
interfacial area (∼aJ

2) and thus aJ/aJ0 ≈ (FJ/FJ0)-1/2,3,61

and Φ is the volume fraction of the block copolymer
in the blend. Similarly, D/D0 = (FJ/FJ0)[(2/

√
3)πfΦblock

-1 ]1/2

Figure 8. Correlationbetween the fractionofhydrogenbonded groups,
fb, deduced from FTIR and the phase behavior observed via TEM and
SAXS for the PS-b-PVPh-based A-b-B/C type of polymer blends.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of an A-b-B/C blend system featuring in hydrogen bonding interactions. Note that the molar weight of the
homopolymer should be comparable to or smaller than that of the hydrogen-bonding-associated block of the copolymer.

Table 2. Thicknesses of the PS (Dps) and PVPh-Homopolymer
Layers (Dmix) Determined from 1-D Correlation Function

sample DPS (nm) DMix (nm) D (nm)

HS 23.6 15.4 39.0
HS/H = 94/6 23.7 18.2 41.9
HS/H = 90/10 24.1 19.8 43.9
HS/H = 80/20 25.9 21.4 47.3
HS/M = 94/6 21.4 15.6 37.0
HS/M = 90/10 20.3 16.1 36.4
HS/M = 79/21 18.9 15.6 34.5
HS/M = 62/38 18.3 15.1 33.4
HS/M = 31/69 18.1 13.1 30.2
HS/V = 94/6 21.2 16.5 37.7
HS/V = 90/10 20.7 17.2 37.9
HS/V = 87/13 19.3 17.0 36.3

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-007.jpg&w=240&h=309
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma901729t&iName=master.img-008.jpg&w=469&h=240
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for hexagonally packed cylinders and D/D0=(FJ/FJ0)-
[(27

√
3/8)πfΦblock

-1 ]1/2 for BCC spheres, as suggested by
Hashimoto et al.3 On the basis of these relations, we have
derived the values of FJ/FJ0 and aJ/aJ0 for the blends, which
are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 10b.

For the HS/H blends with low volume fractions of the
additive homopolymer (<20%), Figure 10a exhibits a nearly
linear growth of D/D0 with the homopolymer volume frac-
tion, accompanied by a constant aJ/aJ0 (= 1) (Figure 9b).
Such a result suggests that the homopolymer additive prefers
to stay in between the PVPh blocks and does not intervene in
the interface of the PS and PVPh blocks. With such a
behavior, continuous swelling of themixed phasewith higher
and higher volume fractions of PVPh homopolymer inevi-
tably discretes the lamellae of the diblock copolymer into
single bilayers, as evidenced in the TEM and SAXS results.

In contrast, both the HS/M and HS/V blends characterized
with hydrogen bonding display a contraction in the lamellar
spacing, that is, D/D0 < 1 (Figure 10a) accompanied by an
expansion in aJ, (aJ/aJ0 >1 in Figure 10b). Presumably, the
additive homopolymers can intervene in (and wet) the PVPh
chains of the block copolymer at the interfaces, resulting in
the observed expansion in aJ. The PS blocks, being chemi-
cally linked to the PVPh blocks, cannot but contract to
accommodate the expanded interface zone. Consequently,
the PS layer thickness and thus the lamellar spacing, de-
creases with the addition of either of the two homopolymers.
Correspondingly, the PVPh chains of the block copolymer
stretch only slightly for more hydrogen-bonding interfaces
with the P4VP chains (cf. the slightly largerDmix in Table 2),
whereas these chains remain about the same conformation
when associated with PMMA of weak hydrogen bonding
affinity, as suggested by a nearly constant layer thickness of
the mixed phase (cf. Dmix in Table 2).

Upon an increase in the additive volume fraction, aJ/aJ0, of
the HS/V blend grows continuously for an increasingly
larger surface area per chemical junction, leading to inter-
faces with increasingly higher curvatures that are needed for
the successive phases of gyroid, HPC, and BCC spheres
(TEM and SAXS results), as elucidated in Figure 10b. With
a significantly smaller hydrogen bonding efficiency (cf.
Figure 1), the HS/M blend, however, fails to expand aJ large
enough for the curvature needed in a lamellar-to-gyroid
phase transition (as occurred in the HS/V system). Likely,
PMMA homopolymer can only intervene into the PVPh
chains at the interface with a limited fraction and then
partially phase separates out from the interfacial zone; in
terms of the free energy consideration, the modest hydrogen
bonding strength between PVPh and PMMA may not be
able to compensate, like that of PVPh-P4VP does, the free
energy added by the interfaces of increased curvatures for an
order-order phase transition.

Interfacial Zone of the Polymer Blends. As mentioned
above, the distributions of the three homopolymer additives
in the respective polymer blends are characteristically differ-
ent: the stronger the hydrogen bonding strength is, the higher

Figure 10. Relative changes in (a) the lamellar long periodD/D0 and (b) the average distance of the chemical junctions along the interface aJ/aJ0 for the
HS/H, HS/M, and HS/V blends upon the addition of the homopolymer. The lines over the data points are only for eye-guiding.

Table 3. Relative Changes (with Respective to the Neat Copolymer) in
D, GJ, and aJ for the HS/H, HS/M, and HS/V Blendsa

sample morphology D/D0 FJ0/FJ aJ/aJ0

HS lamellar 1 1 1
HS/H = 94/6 lamellar 1.07 1.01 1
HS/H = 90/10 lamellar 1.12 1.01 1
HS/H = 80/20 lamellar 1.21 0.97 1.01

HS/M = 94/6 lamellar 0.95 0.89 1.06
HS/M = 90/10 lamellar 0.93 0.84 1.09
HS/M = 79/21 lamellar 0.88 0.71 1.19
HS/M = 62/38 lamellar 0.86
HS/M = 30/70 lamellar 0.78

HS/V = 94/6 lamellar 0.97 0.9 1.05
HS/V = 90/10 lamellar 0.97 0.87 1.07
HS/V = 87/13 lamellar 0.93 0.81 1.11
HS/V = 85/15 gyroid
HS/V = 78/22 gyroid
HS/V = 76/24 gyroid
HS/V = 71/29 hp cylinder 0.66 1.23
HS/V = 48/52 bcc sphere 0.39 1.6
HS/V = 29/71 bcc sphere 0.31 1.8

a Interdomian spacing for the HS/V blends 71/29 (HPC), 48/52 (BCC
spheres), and29/71 (BCCspheres) are 45.6, 37.4, and35.7nm, respectively.
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the tendency for the additive to stay at the interface. It is
interesting to see how the interfacial zone of the respective
blends copes with these chain distributions. For this, we
have obtained the relative electron density profiles for the
blends having a lamellar morphology (Figure 11b) using
the direct Fourier transform, as previously described. In
general, the respective layer thicknesses of the PS and
PVPh-homopolymer phases extracted from the relative
electron density profiles of the three types of blends are con-
sistent with those obtained using a 1-D correlation function
(Table 2); in addition, the transition zone thickness,Dtr, can
be defined from the electron density profile, as illustrated in
Figure 11a.

Shown in Figure 11c are the Dtr values obtained for the
three kinds of blends. The obvious increase inDtr from 5.0 to
6.3 nmwith the increase in the additive volume fraction up to
10% for the HS/H blends implies significantly disturbed
interfaces by the homopolymer. Rather than interdiffusion
of PS and PVPh chains at the interface, we attribute the
increasedDtr to the undulation of lamellar thickness induced
by an irregular distribution the PVPh homopolymer in
between the PVPh layers of the copolymer. Consequently,
coexistence of swollen and unswollen lamellae can be ob-
served from TEM (cf. Figure 6c) at higher volume fractions
of PVPh homopolymer. The Dtr changes only marginally
(from 5.0 to 5.3 nm) in both the HS/V and HS/M blends in a
similar range of homopolymer volume fraction (0-15%);
presumably, the added P4VP and PMMA homopoly-
mers selectively reside at the interface areas with the
PVPh blocks via hydrogen bonding, and the mixed PVPh

and homopolymer chains act as a collective phase, resulting
in a similar transition zone thickness. Because the electron
densities of the PVPh, PMMA, and P4VP are all similar, it is
difficult to differentiate the distribution of the homopolymer
additive of PVPh, PMMA, or P4VP in the PVPh blocks of
the copolymer from the SAXS data; small-angle neutron
scattering with selected contrast variation will bemore direct
in addressing the issue of chain conformation of the addi-
tive homopolymers in a copolymers-homopolymer blend,
as demonstrated by Hashimoto et al.36

Conclusions

We have used FTIR spectroscopy, DSC, TEM, and SAXS
techniques to investigate the phase behavior of the HS/V, HS/M,
andHS/Hblend systems of different hydrogen bonding strengths
between the homopolymers and diblock copolymers. Integrated
results clearly show that the phase behavior for the A-b-B/C type
of polymer blends based on PS-b-PVPh can bemodulated via the
hydrogen bonding strength between the homopolymer and
copolymer. Fraction of hydrogen bonded groups may be used
in quantitatively correlating the hydrogen bonding strength to
the phase behavior of the polymer blends. With the interassocia-
tion equilibrium constant (KA) over self-association equilibrium
constant (KB),KA/KB,much larger thanunity, the phase behavior
of the PS-b-PVPh/P4VP blend of strong hydrogen bonding
strength closely follows that of the neat diblock copolymer; with
a KA/KB value smaller than unity, the PS-b-PVPh/PMMA blend
suffers a phase separation, instead of phase transition, at higher
homopolymer volume fractions.

Figure 11. Representative relative electron density profiles of (a) the neat PVPh-b-PS and (b) the three blends of HS/H = 94/6, HS/M= 94/6, and
HS/V=94/6. (c) The transition zone thicknessDtr extracted for all blendswith a lamellar phase at lower volume fractions of homopolymers. In part a,
theD0 andDps values thus defined are consistent with the values obtained from the 1-D correlation function. TheDtr is defined by the zone where the
electron density grows from 10 to 90% of the peak value, as illustrated.
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